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BIRD OF PREY 
BIRD OF PREY

be–sk ›‹ 2009 ›‹ dvd ›‹ col. ›‹ 
4 min. ›‹ animation
d, sc, ed, anim: peter budinský ›‹ 
mu: chen kuo-hua ›‹ pc: rits, všmu ›‹
sales: rits, ftf všmu

The film portrays the ways people react
to problems. If the problems do not con-
cern them directly, their reactions chan-
ge. They act differently when they deal
with a problem themselves.

awards: see page 71

CIGARETTES AND SONGS 
CIGARETY A PESNIČKY

sk ›‹ 2010 ›‹ hd cam ›‹ col. ›‹ 
52 min. ›‹ documentary
d, sc, dop: marek šulík, jana
kovalčíková ›‹ mu: afterphurikane,
roma folk songs ›‹ ed: marek šulík ›‹
cast: marcela dreveňáková, jozef
dreveňák, irena pokutová, vojtech
pokuta, martinka ďuďová, ferko
ďuďo ›‹ pc and sales: žudro

During a long-running musicological pro-
ject, Jana Belišová collected hundreds of
ancient Roma songs from all over Slova-
kia. The documentary shows a week-long
meeting of amateur Roma singers and
professional musicians with a classical
education at an Evangelical church whe-
re they are recording songs for the CD
entitled AfterPhurikane Giľa. It is a film
not only about music and the possibility
of mutual influence but also about tole-
rance, creativity and the world we live in.

BUSY-BODY & BOAR STRIKE AGAIN 
ČMUCHAL & SVIŇA ZASAHUJÚ

sk ›‹ 2009 ›‹ dvd ›‹ col. ›‹ 8 min. ›‹
animation
d, sc: andrej kolenčík ›‹ anim: andrej
kolenčík, alica gurinová, matúš
vizár ›‹ pc: všmu ›‹ sales: ftf všmu

The fearless pair of detectives Busy-body
and Boar investigate a seemingly ordina-
ry murder. Their quest in the rainy city
full of crime and drugs gradually disco-
vers that the trail leads to uncomfortab-
le high places.

awards: see page 71
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